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PREFACE 
This book deals with statistical inference of nonlinear 
regression models from two opposite points of view, namely thé 
case where the functional form of the model is completely 
specified as a known function of regressors and unknown para-
meters, and the opposite case where the functional form of the 
model is completely unknown. First it is assumed that the res-
ponse function of the regression model under review belongs to 
a certain well-specified parametric family of functional fórms, 
by which estimation of the model merely amounts to estioiation 
of the unknown parameters. For this class of models we review 
thé asymptotic properties of the nonlinear least squares 
estimator for independent data as well as for time series. 
In practice assumptions on the functional form are often 
made on the basis of computational convenience rather than on 
the basis of precise a priori knowledge of the empirical 
phenomenon under review. Therefore the linear regression model 
is still the most popular model specification in applied 
research. However, even if the specification of the functional 
form is based On sound theoretical considerations there is 
quite often a large range of functional forms that are theore-
tically admissible, so that there is no guarantee that the 
actually chosen functional form is true. Functional specifica-
tion of a parametric nonlinear regression model should there-
fore always be verified by conducting model misspecification 
tests. Various model misspecification tests will therefore be 
discussed, in particular consistent tests which have asymptotic 
power 1 against all deviations from the null hypothesis that 
the model is correct. 
The opposite case of parametric regression is nónparame-
tric regression. Nonparametric regression analysis is concerned 
with estimation of a regression model without specifying in 
advance its functional form. Thus the only source of Infor-
mation about the functional form óf the model is the data set 
itself. In this book we shall review various nonparametric 
regression approaches, with special emphasis on the kernel 
method, under various distributional assumptions. 
This book is divided into three parts. In the first part 
we review the elements of abstract probability theory we need 
in part 2. Part 2 is devoted to the asymptotic theory of para-
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9. CONDITIO.NING AND DEPENDENCE 
Time series models usually aim to represent, directly or 
indirectly, the conditional expectation of a time series 
variable relative to the entire past of the time series process 
involved. The reason for this is that this conditioned expec-
tation is the best forecasting scheme; best in the sense that 
it yields forecasts wLth minimal mean square forecast error. 
The concept of a conditional expectation relative to a one-
sided infinite sequence of 'past' variables, however, cannot be 
made clear on the basis of the elementary notion of conditional 
expectation known froni intermediate mathematical-statistical 
textbooks, and even the more general approach in chapter 3 is 
not suitable. What we n»sed here is the concept of a conditional 
expectation relative to a Borel field. We shall discuss this 
concept and its consequences (in particular martingale theory) 
in section 9.1. In section 9.2 we consider various measures of 
dependence as some, though rather weak, conditions have to be 
imposed on the dependence of a time series process to prove 
weak (uniform) laws of large numbers. These weak laws are the 
topics of sections 9.3 and 9.4. 
Throughout we assume that the reader is familiar with the 
basic elements of linea: time series analysis, say on the level 
of Harvey's (1981) textjook. 
9.1 Conditional expectations relative to a Borel field 
9.1.1 Definition and baiic properties 
In section 3.1 ve have defined the conditional expec-
tation of a random variable Y relative to a random vector 
X e Rk as a Borel measurable real function g on Rk such that 
E[Y-g(X)]VKX) - 0 
for all bounded Borel measurable real functions i> on Rk. 
Approximating ^ by sinple functions (cf. definition 1.3.2 and 
theorem 1.3.5) it foll'.ws that g(X) = E(Y|x) a.s. if and only 
if 
E(Y-g(X))I(X e B) - 0 (9.1.1) 
for all Borel sets B :'..i Rk , where I(.) is the indicator func-
tion. Now let {0,F,P} )e the probability space on which (Y,X) 
1 
is defined and let Fx be the Borel field generated by X, i.e. 
Fx is the collection of all sets of the type 
{u e Q: x(w) 6 B}, B 6 Sk. 
Cf. theorem 1.1.1. Then condition (9.1.1) is equivalent to 
jA[y<«>-g(x(w))]P(dw> = 0 
for all A E FY_. This justifies the notation 
E(Y|X) = E(Y|FX). 
Note that Fx is a Borel field contained in F: 
FX C F. 
Actually, along this line we can define conditional expec-
tations relative to an arbitrary sub-Borel field G of F without 
reference to the random variable or vector which generates G: 
Definition 9.1.1. Let Y be a random variable defined on the 
probability space {Q,F,P} satisfying EjYJ < », and let G be a 
Borel field contained in F. Then the conditional expectation of 
Y relative to G is a random variable Z defined on {Q,<J,P} such 
that for every A e G, 
/A[y(w)-z(w)]P(da>) = 0 
The existence of Z - E(Y|G) is guaranteed by the condition 
E|Y| < «o, i.e. if E Y exists, so does E(Y|G). Cf. Chung (1974, 
theorem 9.1.1). Moreover, the uniqueness of Z follows from the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem [cf. Royden (1968), p.238], i.e. if both 
Zt and Z2 satisfy the conditions in definition 9.1.1 then 
P(ZX -« Z2) — 1. We then say that Z1 and Z2 belong to the same 
equivalence class. Thus, E(YJG) is almost surely unique. 
Next, we define the Borel field generated by a one-sided 
infinite sequence (Xt), t-1,2,..., of random vectors in Rk. 
First, let Fn be the Borel field generated by Xx , . .X^, i.e. Fn 
is the collection of sets 
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{w e Q: xx (w) e Bx, . ,xn (w) e Bn }, 
where B1 , . ,Bn are arbitrary Borel sets in R . Now (Fn) is an 
increasing sequence of Borel fields: 
Fn c Fn+1 (9.1.2) 
I f U J ^ F J J i s a Borel f i e l d i t s e l f , i t i s j u s t t he Borel f i e l d 
gene ra t ed by (^) , t - 1 , 2 , . . . However, i t i s i n gene ra l no t a 
Borel f i e l d , for 
A t e u n>l F n- t - 1 , 2 , . . 
does not imply 
Ut>]At € Ur&iF^ . 
Therefore we define the Borel field F» generated by (^), 
t—1,2, . . , as the minimum Borel field containing U^^j, . 
Definition 9.1.2. Let (Xt), t-1,2,..., be a one-sided infinite 
sequence of random vectors defined on a common probability 
space {Q,F,P}, and let Fn be the Borel field generated by 
Xx XJJ . Then the Borel field generated by (X(. ) , t—1,2, ... is 
the minimum Borel field containing L^^Fn , which is denoted by 
F» - v ^ ^ . 
Consequently, for every Y defined on (Q,F,P) satisfying 
E|Y| < « we have 
EIYlXi.X2.X3,...] - E[Y|F«„]. 
The properties of conditional expectations relative to a 
Borel field are quite similar to those in section 3.2. In 
particular, theorem 3.2.1 now reads as: 
Theorem 9.1.1. Let Y and Z be random variables defined on a 
probability space {0,F,P} satisfying E|Y| < «, E|Z| < ». Let G 
and H be Borel fields satisfying G c H c F. We have: 
( I ) E[E(Y|jf)|<Z] - E(Y|G) - E[E(Y|G)| tf] ; 
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(II) (a) E[E(Y|G)] - E Y; (b) E(Y|F) - Y a.s.; 
(III) U - Y - E(Y|<?) =» E(Ujff) = O a.s.; 
(IV) E(Y + Z\G) - E(Y|G) + E(Z|<?) a.s.; 
(V) Y < Z =» E(Y|G) < E(Z|ff) a.s. ; 
(VI) |E(Y|G)| < E[|Y| \G] a.s.; 
(VII) If X is defined on {0,6,P} and E|x| < « then E(X-Y|ff) 
- X-E(Y|G); 
(VIII) If every random variable defined on {Q,(7,P} is indepen-
dent of Y, i.e., 
Ax e FY, A2 e G => P(AX n A2) = P(A1)-P(A2), 
where Fy is the Borel Field generated by Y, then E(Y|ff) - E Y. 
Proof: Exercise 2. 
Note that part (VIII) of theorem 3.2.1 does not apply anymore. 
The Borel field generated by T(X) is contained in the Borel 
field generated by X, so that the first result of theorem 3.2.1 
(VIII) is just part (I) of theorem 9.1.1. Moreover, if T is a 
one-to-one mapping the aforementioned Borel fields are the 
same, and so are the corresponding conditional expectations. 
9.1.2 Martïngales 
A fundamental concept in the theory of stochastic proces-
ses is the martingale concept. This concept is particularly 
important in regression analysis, as the errors of a properly 
specified time series regression model are, by construction, 
martingale differences and martingale differences obey similar 
central limit theorems as independent random variables. 
Consider a sequence (Xj) of independent random variables 
defined on a common probability space, satisfying E |Xj | < <*>, 
E Xj - 0, and let 
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Moreover, let Fn be the Borel field generated by (X^^ , . . . ,Xa) . 
Then 
- Yn.1 a.s., (9.1.3) 
for EfXjjlF
 x] = 0 by independence and the condition E 7^ = 0 
[cf. theorem 9.1.1 (VIII)], whereas by theorem 9.1.1 (Ilb) and 
the fact that 
Yn is defined on {fl,Fn,P}, (9.1.4) 
we have E[Y j|Fn_x] = Yn_x a.s. Furthermore, observe that 
E|YB| < «o (9.1.5) 
and 
Fn O F ^ (9.1.6) 
The properties (9.1.3) through (9.1.6) are just the defining 
conditions for a martingale: 
Definition 9.1.3 Let (Y) be a sequence of random variables 
satisfying (a) E|Yn| < <*>, (b) Yn is defined on {Q,Fn,P}, 
(c) Fn c Fn+1, and (d) Yn = E[Yn+1|Fn] a.s. Then Yn is called a 
martingale. 
Next, let 
U - Y - Y 
un xn V-l * 
Then by (d) , 
ECUjF^J = 0 a.s., 
whereas conditions (a) , (b) and (c) in definition 9.1.3 hold 
with Yn replaced by Un . Such a sequence (Un) is called a 
martingale difference sequence. Conversely, let (Un) be such 
that 
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E|U n | < «, Un i s def ined on {Q,F n ,P} , wi th Fn C F n + 1 , and 
E f U j F ^ J = 0 a . s . ( 9 . 1 . 7 ) 
Can we c o n s t r u c t a mar t inga le (Yn) such t h a t 
U = Y - Y ? 
In general the answer is no. The only possible candidate for Yn 
is 
Yn = Sj<nUj ' 
but in general E Yn is not defined. For example, if the Un' s 
are independent random drawings from the Standard normal 
distribution then E|Yn| — «. However, for every one-sided 
infinite sequence (Un), n=l,2,.., satisfying (9.1.7) we can 
define a martingale (Yn) such that Un = Yn - Y x for n > 1, 
namely 
(9.1.8) 
Yn - 0 for n < 1. 
Therefore we restrict the martingale difference concept to one-
sided infinite sequences: 
Definition 9.1.4. Let (Un), n—l,2,.., be a sequence of random 
variables such that for n > 1, (a) E|Un j < », (b) Un is defined 
on {Q,Fn,P}, (c) Fn c F n + 1> F0 ={0,0}, (d) EfüjF^J - 0 
a.s. Then (Un), n-l,2,..f is called a martingale difference 
sequence. 
Note that for n — 1 condition (d) follows from the definition 
of F0 , which is called a trivia.1 Borel field, and the condition 
E ü ^ - O , for 
ECUjFo) - E Uj. (9.1.9) 
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9.1.3 Martingale convergence theorems 
Given a random variable X defined on {0,F,P}, with 
E|x| < «, a martingale (Yn) can be constructed as follows: let 
(Fn ) be any increasing sequence of Borel fields contained in F 
and let 
Yn = E(XJFn) (9.1.10) 
Then by theorem 9.1.1 (VI), 
|Yj = |E(X|Fn)| < E[|x| |Fn ], 
hence by theorem 9.1.1(IIa), 
E|Yn| < E|XJ < « 
Moreover, by definition 9.1.1, Yn is defined on {Q,Fn,P}. 
Finally, 
EtYn
 + ilFn] = E{E(X|Fn + 1)|FJ =E(X|Fn) = Yn 
by theorem 9.1.1(1). Thus (Yn) is a martingale. This construc-
tion is important because it enables us to prove the existence 
of 
limn^oE(X|Fn), 
on the basis of the following dominated convergence theorem for 
martingales. 
Theorem 9.1.2 Let (Yn) be a martingale satisfying 
supnE|Yn| < ». 
Then Yn converges a.s. to an a.s. finite limit YOT 
Proof: Chung (1974, theorem 9.4.4). 
Thus the martingale (Yn) defined in (9.1.10) satisfies: 
limn_C0E(X|Fn) - YOT a.s., with JY^ I < « a.s. 
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Moreover, we can identify Ym as a conditional expectation of X: 
Theorem 9.1.3 Let X be a random variable defined on {Q,F,P}, 
satisfying E|X| < », and let Fn be an increasing sequence of 
Borel fields contained in F. Then linin-KoEfXlFjj ] = E[X|Fa,] , 
where F„ - v ^ ^ . 
Proof: Chung (1974, theorem 9.4.8). 
A direct consequence of theorem 9.1.3 and definition 9.1.2 is: 
Theorem 9.1.4 Let X be defined as in theorem 9.1.3 and let 
(Zt), t-1,2,..., be a sequence of random variables or vectors 
defined on {n,F,P}. Then 
limn^e0E[X|z1,Z2,.,Za] - E[X|Z1,Z2,..] a.s. 
Another application of theorem 9.1.3 we need later on is the 
following: 
Theorem 9.1.5 Let the conditions of theorem 9.1.4 hold. Let 
(i) 
Zt be the random vector consisting of the components of Zt 
truncated to Z decimal digits. Then 
lim/e^0E[X|z1('e))Z2(i) .] - EtXjZt.Za,...] a.s. 
(2) 
Proof: Let G$ be the Borel field generated by (Z^ ), 
t - 1 , 2 , . . . and l e t GOT — Vj>>2_ffjj. Since for each Z, G% c F^ , we 
have Goo c Fm. Moreover, s i n c e fo r each £, G% C G£+i, i t fo l lows 
from theorem 9 . 1 . 3 t h a t 
l i m i ^ 0 0 E [ X | z 1 ( i ) , Z 2 ( i ) . ] - ECXiG.] a . s . 
The theorem can now be.proved by showing 
Fm C O*, (9.1.11) 
as then F^ — Ga,. To prove (9.1.11), assume first that the 
Zt (= zt(w)) are scalar random variables defined on a common 
probability space {0,F,P}. Next, prove along the line of the 
proof of theorem 1.3.2 that for arbitrary £ e R, 
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(2) { w e n : zfc(w)-< £) = { w e n : limsup-^z,: (w) < •£} e £„ 
and conclude from this [cf. theorem 1.1.1] that for every Borel 
set Bt in R, 
{w e Q : zt (w) e Bt} e (?„. 
See further exercise 4. Q.E.D. 
The importance of theorem 9.1.5 is that the sequence 
(Z,; ) is rational-valued, hence countably-valued. Cf. Royden 
(1968, proposition 6, p.21). This property" will enable us to 
identify E[X|Zx ,Z2,...] in terms of unconditional expectations, 
similarly to theorem 3.3.4. See Bierens (1987,1988) and chapter 
11. 
9.1.4 A martingale difference central limit theorem 
The martingale difference central limit theorem we 
consider here is an extension of theorem 2.4.3 to doublé arrays 
(Xn .) of martingale differences, based on the following 
theorem of McLeish (1974). 
Theorem 9.1.6 Let (Xn .) be a martingale difference array, i.e. 
E(Xn.|Xn..,,...,Xnl) = 0 for j > 2, E ^ - 0 , 
satisfying 
(a) supj^xEfmaxj^ | X n j | ] 2 < « 
(b) maxj<jr |Xn . | -* 0 in prob. 
(c) 2 ^ X 2
 ; j - 1 in prob. , 
where kj, -* «° as n -*• «. ühen 
S ^ X . -» N(0,1) in d i s t r i bu t ion . 
Proof: McLeish (1974, theorem 2.3) 
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Using t h i s theorem i t i s no t too hard to prove the fo l lowing 
g e n e r a l i s a t i o n of theorem 2 . 4 . 3 . 
Theorem 9.1.7. Let (Xn . ) be a doublé a r r a y of m a r t i n g a l e di f -
f e r e n c e s . I f 
p l imn-KoCl / iOS^Xg^ = l i m ^ d / i O S ^ E X2 _ . = a2 e (0 ,« ) 
( 9 . 1 . 1 2 ) 
and 
l im n_K OS^ 1E|X n j j / V n l 2 ^ - 0 for some 5 > 0 (9 .1 .13 ) 
t hen ( l / y n ) S ° , 1 X n i - N(0 ,CT 2 ) i n d i s t r . 
Proof: Let 
Y n,J = X n , j / K l / t D S ^ . E X 2 . } ^ 
Verify that (Yn .) satisfies the conditions of theorem 3.4.6 
Cf. exercise 5. Q.E.D. 
Remark: Note that condition (9.1.13) is implied by condition 
supn(l/n)S°=1E|Xn( . \2+s < =o for some S > 0. (9.1.14) 
Exercises: 
1. Prove that (9.1.1) for arbitrary Borel sets B in Rk implies 
E(Y|X) - g(X). 
2. Prove theorem 9.1.1 
3. Prove (9.1.9) 
4. Prove (9.1.11) 
5. Prove theorem 9.1.7 
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9.2 Measures of dependence 
9.2.1 Mixingales 
To prove laws of large numbers for sequences of dependent 
random variables we need some conditions on the extent of 
dependence of the random variables involved. For example, let 
(X,.) be a sequence of dependent random variables with E X| < « 
for each t. Then 
var((l/n)S£
 = 1X t) - (l/n» )S^ 1var(X t) 
+ 2(l/n2)2?:i2S;ïcov(Xb+B,Xt) (9.2.1) 
If 
supn>i(l/n)S£=1var(Xt) - M < =° (9.2.2) 
then the first term in (9.2.1) is 0(l/n) . So for showing that 
(9.2.1) converges to zero, and hence by Chebishev's inequality, 
plimir*,,(l/n).2Ê_1(Xt - E X t) - 0, 
we need a condition that ensures that the second term in 
(9.2.1) is o(l). So let us have a closer look at the covarian-
ces in (9.2.1). 
First we introducé some notation, which will be maintained 
throughout this section. For -« < n < m < «>, 
JF^ is the Borel field generated by X„ »Xn + 1 ,Xn+2 , . . ,7^ . 
Now by theorem 9.1.1(11,VII) and Cauchy-Schwarz-inequality, 
lc°v(Xt
 + n,'
Xt>l " lE(Xt+ra - E Xt + m)CXt " E X t)| 
- |E(E(X t +J^) - EXt+m}(Xt - E X t ) | 
< [E{E(Xt+J^J - E Xt+ra}2]^[var(Xt)]^. (9.2.3) 
Denoting 
„(m) - supt>1[E{E(Xt + j F ^ ) - E X ^ J ^ (9.2.4) 
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i t fol lows now from ( 9 . 2 . 1 ) through ( 9 . 2 . 3 ) and Liapounov 's 
i n e q u a l i t y 
v a r [ ( l / n ) 2 £ = 1 X t ] 
< (l /n)M + 2 ( l / n ) S ^
 = 1 [ v a r ( X t ) ] i 5 ( l / n ) S ^ = 1 r ? ( m ) 
< ( l /n)M + 2 { ( l / n ) 2 ^ 1 v a r ( X t ) } i 5 ( l / n ) S ^ l f ? ( m ) 
< ( l /n)M + 2Mli(l/n)2°==1>7(m) - 0 ( 9 . 2 . 5 ) 
i f 
l immwKm) - 0 . ( 9 . 2 . 6 ) 
Condition (9.2.6), together with (9.2.2), is therefore a 
sufficiënt condition for a weak law of large numbers. Sequences 
satisfying condition (9.2.6) are called mixingales [Cf. McLeish 
(1975)]. 
Definltion 9.2.1. Let (Xt) be a seqaence of random variables 
defined on a conunon probability space, satisfying E Xf < «> for 
each t > 1. Then (X,.) is called a mixingale if there exists 
nonnegative constants ct , Vm. with ^m -+ 0 as m -* «>, such that 
for all t > 1, m > 0, 
[E{E(X_ \FZ ) - E X.. }z]h < c.... V L
 . •
 N
 t+ml _oo t+m J t+mrm 
Thus, condition (9.2.6) now holds if supt>^ct < °°, as then 
U<m) = 0(^m). 
Examples of mixingales: 
1. Independent sequences. If the Xt ' s are independent then by 
theorem 9.1.1 (VIII), 
E(X,+ |Ft ) = E X„+ for m > 1, 
x
 t+ra i _ooy t + m ' 
hence é = 0 for m > 1. For m = 0 we have 
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[cf. theorem 9.1.1(IIb)], hence we may choose 
ct - [var(Xt)]^, tf0 - 1. 
2. Finite dependent sequences. The sequence (X,^ ) is finite 
dependent if for some nonnegative integer i, Xt+<g, Xt+/g+]_, .. 
are independent of Xt, Xt-1, Xt_2 Then for m > i, 
E < * t + J O = E x t + m . 
hence i/> - 0 for m > Z. We may now choose 
xj> - 1 for m < i 
c t = maxo^^^EfECX^jF^ ) - E \+m)z]h 
3. ARCI) processes. Let 
^ - pxt_x + ut 
where \p\ < 1 and (Ut) is an independent process with 
E Ut - 0, E Uf = CT2 < ». 
Then 
Since Xt, Xt_1? Xt_2, can be constructed from Ut, Ut_x, 
U. , , .... and vice versa, the Borel field F is also the 
Borel field generated by the latter sequence. We now have 
E ( X t + . J^J " E ^ V ^ - J U t - V ! > • • • ] 
- E[^:Jp d u t + m . . + s j = m ^ u t + r a . . jufc . u ^ . , , . . . ] 
as 
j-ra ' 
and E X,. = 0 . Thus 
t + m 
- ^yvt+m-j 
[E(E(X t + m | / f f l) - E Xfc + m)2]^ - {S^p 2^ 2}^ - Ip l^S^p 2 ^ 2 }^ . 
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So" we may choose 
ct - o, i>m = \p\m/J(l-Pz) 
4. ARMA(p,q) processes. Let 
Xt - PlVl + P2\-2 +--+PV\-V + Ut - Tlüt-l"---rqUt-q' 
(9.2.7) 
where (Ut) is an independent sequence with 
E Ut = 0, E U? = o* < co, 
and the lag polynomials 
/»(L) - 1 - -PlL - p2L2 -...-ppL» (9.2.8) 
r(L) = 1 - rxL - r2L2 - . . . -rqLq (9.2.9) 
have roots all outside the complex unit circle. Then Xt has a 
moving average representation: 
Xt " S j ^ j V i (9.2.10) 
where the 0^'s are exponentially decreasing: 
l^ jt < c^pj for some c^ > .0, p e (0,1), (9.2.11) 
and Ut has a moving average representation: 
üt "Sj-oTjXt-j. (9.2.12) 
Cf. Harvey (1981). Therefore, again, 
F is also the Borel field generated by Ut,Ut_1,Ufc_2 , . . . , 
and so 
E[X... | F t ] = E [ s " £ . 1 1 , . |U t ,U f , , . . . ] - S? / ^U . . , , 
L
 t + m l _ooJ i = 0 J t + m - j I t » t - 1 ' J j=m'j t+ m - j ' 
E X t + = 0 . 
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Consequently, 
sup^![E{E(X^jF^) - E X ^ ï M * 
- {S™ Blo2)* -* 0 as m 
So we may take 
9.2.2 Uniform and strong mixing 
A disadvantage of the mixingale concept is that it does 
not necessarily carry over to functions of mixingales. However, 
it is desirable to work with conditions that are invariant 
under Borel measurable transformations. We consider here two of 
these invariant conditions, namely the uniform (or <p-) mixing 
condition and the strong (or a-) mixing condition. Cf. 
Iosifescu and Theodorescu (1969) and Rosenblatt (1956) . 
Definition 9.2.2. Let (Xt) be a sequence of random variables or 
vectors defined on a common probability space. Denote for 
m 2: 0 
<p(m) - suptsup t „ |P(B|A) - P(B)| 
A6FC ,BeF~ ,P(A)>0' ' ' 
-oo t+m 
a(m) - suptsup t „ |P(AnB) - P(A)P(B)I 
AeF ,BeF 
-«' t+m 
If 
limm_HX)<p(m) = 0 
then (Xt) is called a uniform (or <p-) mixing process, and if 
limm-M0o;(m) - 0 
then (Xt) is called a strong (or a-) mixing process, with 
mixing coefficients <p and a, respectively. 
The quantities <p(m) and a(m) measure how much dependence exists 
between events separated by at least m time periods. Clearly, 
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ct - {E|Xt|r}1/r < * for some r > 2 (9.2.14) 
then the mixingale coëfficiënt ^m equals 
^m = 2?(m)1-1/r, i>m = 2(1 + y2)a(m)1/2-1/r, (9.2.15) 
respectively. 
9.2.3 u-Stability 
A disadvantage of the mixing conditions is that they are 
hard to verify. The traditional time series models, in particu-
lar ARMA(p.q) and AR(p) models, however, can be represented by 
moving averages of mixing variables, provided the errors are 
assumed tö be independent. For example, a Standard ARMA(p,q) 
model may be considered as an AR(p) model with q-dependent 
hence <p- and a-mixing, errors, and if the AR lag polynomial 
(9.2.8) has roots all outside the unit circle the process can 
be represented by an infinite moving average of these q-
dependent errors. A natural extention of these kind of 
processes is therefore to consider processes of the type 
Xt = ft(Ut>Ut.lfUt.2,.....). (9.2.16) 
where (Ut) is a mixing process and ft is a mapping from the 
space of one-sided infinite sequences in the range of the Ut's 
such that the righthand side of (9.2.16) is a properly defined 
random variable or vector. 
In order to limit the memory of this process (X,;) we need a 
condition which ensures that the impact of remote Ufc_m 's on Xt 
vanishes: 
Definition 9.2.3. Let (Ut) be a sequence of random vectors in 
R^ and let Xt e Rk be Iefined by (9.2.16). For some r > 1 and 
all t > 1, let EJX^ |r < °o, and denote 
u(m) = suPt>1{E|E(Xt|^.m) - X t| r} 1 / r, 
where 
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the ip-mixing concept implies the a-mixing concept, for 
P(B|A) = P(A n B)/P(A), hence a(m) < <p(m) . Thus the strong 
mixing concept is weaker a condition than the uniform mixing 
concept. 
Examples of <p-mixing processes are independent processes 
(<p(m) = 0 for m > 1) , finite dependent processes (<p(m) = 0 for 
m larger than some finite integer) and stationary Markov 
processes with finite state space [cf. Billingsley (1968, pp. 
167-168)]. An example of an a-mixing process that is not <p-
mixing is a Gaussian AR(1) process. [Cf. Ibragimov and Linnik 
(1971, pp. 312-313)]. 
An important feature of the mixing concepts is that they 
are invariant under arbitrary Borel measurable transformations: 
If (Xt) is an <p-[a-] mixing process, then so is (^(X,.)), 
(9.2.13) 
where (^ t) is an arbitrary sequence of conformable Borel 
measurable functions. Moreover, a cp- or a-mixing process is a 
mixingale, provided a certain moment condition holds. The 
following theorem points out the ralation between the mixing * 
and the mixingale concepts. & 
Theorem 9.2.1. Let (Xt) be a sequence of random vectors satis-
fying 
(E\Xt\r)1/x: < « for some r > 1, r < ». 
Then for 1 < p < r, 
[ElErXt+jO - E X^J»] 1" ^ 2 p(a)l-1/*{E|Xt+B|M1/r, 
[E|E[Xt+jF'j - E X t + a h 1 / p 
< 2(21/p+l)a(m)1/p-1/r{E|Xt+m|r}1/r. 
Proof: Serfling (1968) for the <p-mixing case and McLeish (1975, 
Lemma 2.1) for the a-mixing case. 
Thus, if 
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G£_ra i s t h e B o r e l f i e l d g e n e r a t e d b y U t , U t _ 1 ( . . . , U t . m . 
I f 
l im m .w / (n t ) = 0 , 
then (Xt) is a u-stable process in Lr with respect to the base 
(Ut)-
Cf. McLeish (1975) and Bierens (1983). This concept is reminis-
cent of the stochastic stability concept of Bierens (1981), 
which is somewhat weaker a condition. 
The actual contents of this definition is not in the 
first place the condition that i/(m) -» 0, for this is always 
satisfied if the processes (^) and (Ut) are strictly 
stationary, as in that case we may delete "supt>]_" and take for 
t some arbitrary fixed index, say t — 1: 
u{m) - {E|E(X1|^.m) - X1\*)l/r 
From theorem 9.1.3 it then follows 
limffi^ 0E(X1|ffJ.m) - ECXjG^) a.s. 
where 
^ *
 vm>0GÏ-m 
is the Borel Field generated by Ux, U0, U_x Since X1 is a 
function of this one-sided infinite sequence, the Borel field 
generated by Xx is contained in G , by which 
E(Xil^„> - Xx a.s. 
Cf. theorem 9.1.1 (Ilb). Thus, 
limm-»00E(X1|^.ra) - Xx a.s. 
and consequently by dominated convergence [theorem 2.2.2], 
u{m) -* 0 as m -* <». 
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Summarizing, we have shown: 
Theorem 9.2.2. Let (Ufc) be a strictly stationary stochastic 
process in R~ and let for each t 
xt = f(T3t,-at_lt-at.2t...) 
be a well-defined random vector in Rk, where f does not depend 
on t. If EJX,. |r < « for some r > 1 then (X,.) is i/-stable in Lr 
with respect to the base (Ut). 
Therefore, the actual contents of definition 9.2.3 is that this 
result goes through if the X,. 's and/or Ufc's are heterogeneously 
distributed (that means that the distributions of Ut and/or X^ 
depend on t). In other words, the i/-stability condition actual-
ly imposes restrictions on the extent of heterogeneity of (Xt) 
and (Ut). 
In checking the y-stability condition the following 
result is useful. 
Theorem 9.2.3. Let X,. be of the form (9.2.16). If there exist 
Borel measurable mapping ft m such that for some r > 1, 
E|xJr < co, t > 1, 
i/*(m) - s u p t a : 1 { E | £ t i I B ( U t , U t . 1 U t„m) - x j * } 1 ' * 
-*• 0 as m -* «o, 
then (X t) i s i / - s t ab l e i n Lr wi th r e s p e c t t o the base (U t) , 
where 
ï/(m) < 2i/*<m) . 
Proof: Observe that 
E(Xt1^-B) - E(Xt|UtIUt.1,...>Ut.m) 
is a Borel measurable function of the conditioning variables. 
By Jensen's inequality for conditional expectations (theorem 
3.2.6) it follows 
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|E(Xt|Ut,Ut_1,...,Ut_ra) - ffc,m(Ut,...,Ut.m)|* 
*
 EUXt - ft,m(ut ut.j|r|utl...,ut.m] 
hence 
E|E(XtK.m) - ft<B(Ut,Ut.lf...Ut.111)|'f 
* E|Xt - ft,B(üt,Ut_1,...fUt_I1I)|* 
Using Minkowski's Inequality (cf. section 1.4) it now follows: 
{ElECXjG^-Xj*} 1'* * 2{E|Xt-ftm(Ut,..,Ut.n)|r}1/r 
Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that the z/-stability concept is only 
meaningful if we make further assumptions on the dependence of 
the base (Ut) , for every sequence (Xt) is i/-stable with respect 
to itself. In the next section we shall impose mixing 
conditions on (Ut) , in order to prove various laws of large 
numbers. 
The i/-stability concept, like the mixingale concept, is 
not generally invariant under Borel measurable transformations. 
However, an invariance property holds under bounded uniformly 
continuous transformation, and this is just what we need to 
generalize the weak law of large numbers in sections 2.5 and 
2.7 to f-stable processes in L2 with respect to a mixing base. 
Thus, let (Xt) obey the conditions in definition 9.2.3 and let 
ij> be a bounded uniformly continuous function on the domain of 
the Xfc's. For notational convenience, let for m > 0 
and let for a > 0 
<T(a) = supj • i ^ J ^ ) - V(*2)| (9.2.17) 
Then for arbitrary q > 0 
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E | ^ ( x J m ) ) - V-(Xfc) j ^ < r ( a ) « 
+ 2supJ t f (x ) l«P< |x£ m ) - X t | > a) 
<
 f ( a ) « + 2sup x |V(x) | < ï E|xJ m ) - X t | V a r 
< T(a ) q + 2 s u p x | ^ ( x ) | ^ i / ( m ) r / a r , 
where the second inequality follows from Chebishev's inequa-
lity. Then 
supt>1{E|^(xim)) - tfCXt)!*}1'* < *u/*(m), 
where 
i/*(m) - 2-infa>0{r(a)q + 2supx |^(XX ) | ^ W r / a r l1 /q (9.2.18) 
Using the f act that f(a) -*• 0 for a 4- 0, it is easy to show 
u*(m) -+ 0 for ra -+ «>. It follows now from theorem 9.2.3 that 
^>(Xt) is 2v*(m)-stable in Lq with respect to the base (Ut): 
Theorem 9.2.4-. Let (Xt) be i/-stable in Lr with respect to the 
base (Ut) . Let ^ be a bounded unif ornily continuous function on 
the domain of the Xt ' s. Let q > 0 be arbitrary. Then (^X^ .) is 
i/*-stable in Lq with respect to the base (Ut) , where v* is 
defined by (9.2.17) and (9.2.18). 
9.3 Weak Laws of large numbers for dependent random variables 
In section 9.2 we already have derived a weak law of 
large numbers for mixingales. We shall now generalize this 
result to processes tha.t are ^-stable in L1 with respect to a 
<p- or a-mixing base. Let (Xt) be a sequence of bounded random 
variables, i.e., for scme M < « and all t, 
P(|XJ < M) - 1, (9.3.1) 
with the structure (9.2.16). Define the Borel fields 
t «O t °° 
F , F , G and ff 
-oo' t -oo t 
as i n s e c t i o n 9 . 2 . Moreover, l e t the base (U t) be <p-mixing or 
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a-mixing and denote 
. Xjm' - E C X j ^ . J - g ^ C U ^ V , U t. m), (9.3.2) 
say. Note that Xt is bounded too by M. We shall now derive 
an upper bound of j cov(Xt+>g ,Xt) | in terms of u, cp and/or a. 
First observe that by (9.3.1) and the definition of f-stability, 
|cov(Xt+<g, Xt) - cov(Xt+^, X t)| 
< 2-E]Xt+i - .x{.+il|Xt - E Xt| 
< 4M-i/(m), uniformly in 2. (9.3.3) 
Next observe that for fixed m, and a-mixing (Ut) 
4" - E 4"' 
- St..<ufu.-i «,-.> " E X T ' is «*-mixing (9.3.4) 
with 
a*(m*) - 1 if m* < m, 
(9.3.5) 
a*(m*) - a(m* - m) if m* > m, 
S i m i l a r l y , i f (U t) i s ip-mixing the p rocess ( 9 . 3 . 3 ) i s cp*-
mixing, w i th 
<p*(m*) = 1 i f m* < m, 
( 9 . 3 . 6 ) 
<p*(m*) = <p(m* - m) i f m* > m 
Thus by theorem 9.2.1 with p = 1 and r » » it follows, 
E|E(xJ-^|Gtco) - E X t + i | < 2M^*(i), 
( 9 . 3 . 7 ) 
E | E ( X ^ | G ^ ) - E X t + j e | < 6Ma*(i) . 
Hence, similarly to (9.2.3), we have 
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|cov(Xt+i,Xt)| < m2<p(2-m), 
(9.3.8) 
|cov(Xt+i,Xt)J < 6M2a(i-m), 
where ep(m) = a(m) = 1 if m < O. Combining (9.3.3) and (9.3.8) 
now yields: 
Lemma 9.3.1. Let (Xfc) be i/-stable in L1 with respect to a base 
(Ut) and let <p and a be the mixing coeff icients corresponding 
to (Ut) . Moreover, let for some M < «> and all t, P(|x,. | < M) 
- 1. Then for £ > 1, m > 0 
|cov(Xt+i,Xt) | < Hzi>(£-m) + 4M-i/(m), 
where 
t/>(£-m) - min[2<p(i-m),6a(i-m)] if £-m > 0, 
i>(2-m) - 1 if i-m < 0. 
Use this result in (9.2.1) now yields: 
|var((l/n)2J.1Xt)| < M2/n + 8u(m)M + 2n_1M2 [m^(0) + S^_QV>(i)]. 
Letting m -*• =° with n at rate o(n), we now see that the 
following lemma holds 
Lemma 9.3.2. Let the bounded stochastic process (Xfc) be v-
stable in L1 with respect to the base (Ut). Assume either 
CO 
(a) (Ut) is cp-mixing with 2.=(yp(i) < <», or 
co 
(b) (Ut) is a-mixing with 2„ na(i) < ». 
Then lintn-^ varf (l/n)E^=1Xt ] = 0. 
We are now ready to generalize theorem 2.5.2 to u-stable 
processes in L1 with respect to a mixing base. 
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Theorem. 9.3 .1. Let (X,.) be an Rk-valued u-stable process in L1 
with repect to a cp- or a-mixing base. Let V be a continuous 
function on Rk and let Ft be the distribution function of Xfc . 
If 
(l/n)S"=1Ft -+ G properly, pointwise, 
supn>1(l/n)S^ = 1E|V'(Xt)|1+,s < « for some S > 0 
and either 
Z™^Qcp(J>) < « or S^0a(i) < », 
then p ü m ^ d / n ) ^ ^ ) = J>(x)dG(x) 
Proof: We prove the theorem for the case X,. € R. The proof for 
the case X,. e Rk is almost the same. We show that (2.5.7) in 
the proof of theorem 2.5.2 goes through. Thus, define similarly 
to (2.5.1) 
V>a(x) = ^(x) if |V(x)| < a, 
^a(x) - a if ^(x) > a, (9.3.9) 
^a(x> =-a if }6(x) < -a, 
and let for b > 0, 
V>ab<x> - **<*> if 1*1 * b, 
(9.3.10) 
^ab^X) - ^ .(b'X/|x|) if |x| > b, 
Then V>ab (x) is bounded and uniformly continuous, for the set 
{x e Rk: |x| < b} 
is a closed and bounded subset of Rk and hence compact, whereas 
continuous functions on a compact set are uniformly continuous 
on that set. The proof of the uniform continuity outside this 
set is left as an exercise (Execise 1). It follows from theorem 
9.2.4 that ^ >ab(Xt) is u-stable in L1 with respect to the mixing 
base involved. Thus it follows from lemma 9.3.1 that 
limn-^varia/n)^^,,^)] = 0, 
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hence by Chebishev's inequality, 
plimn^U/iOS^C^CX^-E ^ab(Xt)) = 0. 
Since 
limn^E| (l/n)Z£=1 (tfa (Xt) -E tf>a (3^ ) ) 
- (l/n)2£=1(V>ab(Xt)-E ^ab(Xfc))| 
< 2a-limmco(l/n)S°=1E I(|Xt|>b) 
< 2a-limn^co(l/n)S° = 1[l-Ft(b)-Ft(-b)] 
= 2a[l-G(b)-G(-b)] - 0 as b •+ «., 
we now have 
plimn_^(l/n)S^=1(^a(Xt)-E ^a (X,. ) ) - 0. 
Thus (2.5.7) in the proof of theorem 2.5.2 goes through. Since 
the rest of the proof of theorem 2.5.2 does not employ the 
independence condition, this result is sufficiënt for theorem 
9.3.1 to hold. O.E.D. 
Referring in the proof of theorem 2.7.2 to theorem 9.3.1 
rather than to theorem 2.5.2, it immediately follows: 
Theorem 9.3.2. Let (Xt) be an Rk-valued u-stable process in L1 
with respect to a <p- or a-mixing base. Let Ft be the distribu-
tion function of X^. and let f(x,0) be a continuous function on 
Rkx9, where 9 is a compact Borel set in Rm. If 
(l/n)S"=1Ft -* G, properly, pointwise, 
s
^Pn>l(Vn)S^=1E supöee|f(Xt,ö)|1+5 < » 
for some 5 > 0, and either 
2™=0<p(^) < <» or 2™=0a(i) < «°, 
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then 
plimnwsup0ee|(l/n)2£=1f(Xt)0)-Jf(x,0)dG(x)| = O, 
where the limit function involved is continuous on 8 
Next we want to allow the function ip in theorem 9.3.1 to 
be Borel measurable rather than continuous. There is no problem 
if the process (Xt) is strictly stationary and of the type 
Xt - £(Ut ,Ut_1,...) with (Ut) a strictly stationary mixing 
base, as we then may apply theorem 9.2.2. 
Theorem 9.3.3. Let Xt e Rk be such that 
^ - f(ut,ut_lfut.2,...) 
where (Ut), is a strictly stationary cp- or a-mixing process and 
the time-invariant mapping f is such that (Xt) is a well-
defined strictly stationary stochastic process. Let ip be a 
Borel measurable real function on Rk. If E|V(Xt)| < co and 
either 
S ^ ( i ) < « o r S^a(i) < - , 
then plimn^«,(l/n)S^1^(Xt) - E ^(Xx). 
Proof: Define Tpa as in (9.3.9). Then for fixed a > 0, ip is a 
bounded Borel measurable real function, and by theorem 9.2.2, 
i>a (Xt) is u-stable in L1 with respect to (Ut) . From lemma 9.3.2 
and Chebishev'sinequality it follows that 
plimn-^a/nyZ^^JXt) = E ^ ( X ^ . 
Now by (9.3.9) and theorem 1.4.1 
E|(l/n)^=1V(Xt)-(l/n)S^1^a(Xt)| 
< 2-E|^(X1)|l(|^(X1) | > a) -» 0 as a -» », 
for P(|V'(X1)| > a) -+ 0 as a -* «, as otherwise E|^(X1)| - •«. 
Similarly 
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|E ^ <X1)-E ^(Xi)! - » O a s a - « . 
The theorem under review now follows from the argument in the 
proof of theorem 2.7.2. Q.E.D. 
Again, referring to theorem 9.3.3 instead of theorem 
2.7.2 (with 5 = 0 ) , theorem 2.7.5 carries over. 
Theorem 9.3.4. Let (Xt) be as in theorem 9.3.3. Let f(x,0) be a 
Borel measurable real function on Rkx0, where 0 is a compact 
Borel set in Rra , such that for each x e Rk , f(x,0) is con-
tinuous on 0. If in addition 
E suveeQ\£(X1J)\ < co 
then 
plimnwmp0ee|(l/n)2£=1f(Xt)0)-E f(X,_,$)\ = 0, 
where E £(Xt,8) is continuous on 0. 
For generalizing theorem 9.3.1 to Borel measurable func-
tions V> we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.3.3. Let ^ be a Borel measurable real function on Rk 
and let X be a random vector in Rfc such that for some r > 1, 
E|^(X)|r < «j. For every e > 0 there exists a funtion ij> on Rk 
that is bounded, continuous and zero outside a compact set 
(hence uniformly continuous), such that 
E|vKX)-tA£(X)|r < « 
Proof: Dunford and Schwartz (1957, p. 298). 
A direct corollary of this lemma is: 
Lemma 9.3.4. Let (Xt) be a sequence of random vectors in Rk and 
let (Ft) be the sequence of corresponding distribution func-
tions. Assume 
(l/n)2"
 = 1Ft -+ G properly, setwise. 
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Let r/> be a Borel measurable real function on Rk such that 
suPn>l(1/n)2t=1E|^(Xt)|1+5 < » for some 5 > 0. 
For every c > 0 there exists a uniformly continuous bounded 
function il> on Rk such :;hat 
e 
limsuptr+0>E|(l/n)2J.1^(Xt)-(l/n)2?.1^e(Xt)| < c 
Proof: Exercise 1 (Hint: combine lemma 9.3.3 with theorem 
2.5.5). 
Combining lemma 9.3.4 with theorem 9.3.2 yields: 
Theorem 9.3.5. Let the conditions of theorem 9.3.1 be satis-
fied, except that now ij> is Borel measurable and 
(l/n)S"=1Ft -+ G properly, setwise. 
Then the conclusion of theorem 9.3.1 carries over. 
Proof: Exercise 2. 
Finally, referring in the proof of theorem 2.7.4 to theorem 
9.3.5 rather than tó theorem 2.5.6 , yields: 
Theorem 9.3.6. Let the conditions of theorem 9.3.2 be satis-
fied, except that now 
(l/n)2°
 = 1Ft -+ G properly, setwise, 
f(x,0) is Borel measurable on Rkx9 and for each x e Rk a con-
tinuous function on 9. Then the conclusions of theorem 9.3.2 
carry over. 
Remark: It seems possible to generalize the results in this 
section further to strong laws, using theorem 3.1 of McLeish 
(1975). This, however, will require further conditions on the 
rate of convergence to zero of v, <p and a. 
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Exercises: 
1. Prove that the function (9.3.10) is uniformly continuous. 
2. Prove lemma 9.3.4 
3. Prove theorem 9.3.5 
9.4 Proper heterogeneity and uniform laws for functions of 
Inflnitely many random variables 
For some time series models like ARMA and ARMAX models 
least squares parameter estimation is conducted by minimizing a 
sum of functions of a one-sided infinite sequence of random 
variables. See chapter 11. In order to prove consistency of 
these parameter estimators under data heterogeneity we need an 
extension of the proper convergence concept to distributions of 
one-sided infinite sequences of random variables (cf. 
definitions 2.3.1 and 2.5.1), as well as some generalisations 
of the uniform laws in section 9.3. 
Definition 9.4.1. Let (Xt) be a sequence of random variables in 
Rk , and let Ffc m be the distribution function of (Xt>..,Xt ). 
The process (Xt) is said to be pointwise (setwise) properly 
heterogenous if there exists a one-sided infinite sequence 
(X*), t < 0, of Rk-valued random variables such that for m — 
0,1,2,. , 
(l/n)2"
 = 1Ft m -*• Hm properly pointwise (setwise), 
where E is the distribution function of (X* X* , . . ,X* ). The 
sequence (X*), t < 0 will be called the mean process. 
The following theorem now specializes theorem 9.3.2. This 
theorem is the basis for the consistency results of linear 
ARMAX models, in chapter 11. 
Theorem 9.4.1. Let (Xt) be an stochastic process in Rk which 
is i/-stable with in L1 with respect to an a or <p-mixing base, 
where either 
^=o^(J) < » o r 2°°=0a(j) < -, 
and pointwise properly heterogenous with mean process (Xfc). Let 
(7- 4(0)). j ^  0. i—l .Pt be sequences of continuous map-
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pings from a compact subset 0 of a Euclidean space into Rk , 
such that for i—1,2,...,p, 
2?-osuP*€el7jfi<*)| < •• (9.4.1) 
Let Tp be a differentiable real function on Rp such that for 
c -* •», 
suP|e|^c|(a/ae)^(^)| - O(c^) , (9.4.2) 
where fj, > O is such that for some 5 > O, 
supfcE|X t |l+/*+S < «o. ( 9 . 4 . 3 ) 
Denote 
V * ) - <7Jfl<«> i r J i P ( 0 ) ' . 
Then 
piimawmpjgei (i/n)s°=1^(sot;01rJ (ö) 'x t . j ) 
- E ^ (2«=or.(^)'X*.)| - 0. 
Moreover, the limit function E ^ (S^I^ (0)'X* ) is a continuous 
real function on 9. 
Proof: Denote 
Pj - max1.1 pSupjgelT^^Ctf)!. (9.4.4) 
Then condition (9.4.1) implies 
S°°=o^ < "• (9.4.5) 
Moreover, denote for no.i-negative integers s, 
£<s)(0) = S j - o r j W V j . (9.4.6) 
We shall now prove theorem 9.4.1 in four steps, each stated in 
a lemma. 
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Lemma 9.4.1. There exists a constant K such that for every 
n > 1 and every s > 0, 
E supöee|(l/n)2^1^(^(00)(ö)) - (l/n)2* = 1 ^ < s ) ( 0 ) ) | 
* K - 2 « = s + 1 p . . 
Lemma 9.4.2. For every f ixed s > 0, 
pl im^suptee ] ( l / ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ T . (9) 'Xt.ó ) 
- E VKS^rvwx*.)! - o. 
Lemma 9.4.3. There exists a constant K such that for every 
s > 0, 
SUP0GQ|E i>a:s.=0r.(9)'x*.) - E ^ (s°°=0r. (*)'X*j) | 
J=S+1>J 
lemma 9.4.4. The function E ^ (2?=or\ (0)'X*d) is continuous on 
0. 
Realizing that (9.4.5) implies 
limm_W5S«'=in+1p. = 0, 
the theorem under review now easily follows from these four 
lemmas. 
Proof of lemma 9.4.1: Observe from (9.4.4) and (9.4.6) that for 
9 € 9, 
|Ét(»>(*) - ^ s )(*)| < s^Jrvwx,..! 
Moreover, by the mean value theorem there exists a mean value 
A t s(0) e [0,1] 
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such that 
U(£t(oo)(0)) - i>(^ts)(8)\ 
- | (£ t ( o o ) (0) - t-is)(0))'(d/dOi>(\,s(0)t(a>H&) 
+ ( l - A t ) S ( 0 ) K £ s ) ( 0 ) ) j 
i k
'
c
"
) <
"-
t i
"'
(
'
) l
"*kl-«( l< .<->«) l . l { J-<.» l I H / w *« ) l 
fi2?-.»l''JlXt-il»uP|{|sSf |X j I O / W t t f ) | . C.4.7) 
where the last inequality follows from (9.4.4). According to 
condition (9.4.2) there exists a constant G such that 
suP|?|^a|(3/a^)^(C)| = CaM, (9.4.8) 
hence by (9.4.7) and Holder's and Liapounov's inequalities 
E s u p ^ e l ^ 0 0 ) ^ ) ) - *(£<•><*))| 
* C-E{(^ s + 1pJX t_ J ) ( ^ 0 , . IX,.. |)M} 
< C{E(2»3s + 1p. |Xt„. |)l+M}V(l+M){E(2™=,0p. |Xt_. |)1+/»}/*/<1+A0 
*
 c t (S?.1 + 1 P J ) " ( ^ . . + 1pJE|x t.J|l+/')}l/<l+/*) 
X {(S«,0p.)^(S«3=0pjE|Xt.. |l+A*)}/i/Cl+/*) 
< C(S»=0p j)Msup tE|X t |^(2«=s + 1p.) -K-2£., + 1 „ J f 
( 9 . 4 . 9 ) 
say. This proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Proof of lemma 9.4.2: Lemma 9.4.2 follows straightforwardly 
from theorem 9.3.2. 
Proof of lemma 9.4.3: From lemma 9.4.1 and the conditions of 
theorem 9.4.1 it follows 
l i m n ^ = 1E|Xt_Jl+M = E|X*J1+M, 
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hence 
sup.>nE'|X*. |1+^ < ». 
The lemma now follows similarly to lemma 9.4.1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of lemma 9.4.4: Let 6X e 9 and 8Z e 9. Similarly to 
(9.4.7) (with (9.4.8)) we have 
hK^.oV'i)' 3^) - *<2£.orj<'2 )'X*.)| 
<c|^,0(r.(^) - r.(*2rx*J(s"=0,j|x?.|)M 
< 0 ( 2 ^ ( 2 ^ 1 7 . ^ ) -
 7jii(^)|)|X*.|)(X-=0,.|X*.|)M. 
(9.4.10) 
Thus similarly to (9.4.9) it follows from (9.4.10), 
|E ^ (^=or.(Öx)'X*.) - E ^ (S»=Qr. (fl2)'X*.)| 
^C.(^0pJ)A*.«pJi0E|3ej|l+^.025.0|7jfl<«1) - 7j(i(ö2)|. 
Since the 7. . (0)'s are continuous on 9, this result proves the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
The next theorems are easy extentions of theorem 9.4.1. 
They will enable us to prove consistency of least squares 
parameter estimators of nonlinear ARMAX models. Cf. chapter 11. 
Theorem 9.4.2. Let 9, rj>, p, (Xfc) and (X*) be as in theorem 
9.4.1. Let the functions 7. .(0,x), j-0,1,2,.., i=l,2,..,p, be 
continuous real functions on 6xRK, such that 
maxi = i, . . ,psuP0e9l7j,i(*,x)| <pjb(x), (9.4.11) 
where 
S°° ,p. < « (9.4.12) 
and b(x) is a nonnegafive continuous real function on Rksuch 
that for some 5 > 0, 
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suptE b(Xt)1+t*+s < co. (9.4.13) 
Finally, let 
r.(0,x)=(7j(1(*,*), -f.p(8,x))'. (9.4.14) 
Then 
plimn^sup^gj ( l / n ^ ^ Z ^ r V (« .Xt.j )) 
- E V>(S",orj<*'X*j))l=0-
Moreover, the limit function E i>(Jf?=0T. (6 ,X_ . )) is continuous 
on 8. 
Proof: Replacing |Xfc . j and |X*.| in the proofs of lemmas 9.4.1 
through 9.4.4 by b(Xt .) and b(X*.), respectively, the theorem 
easily follows. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 9.U.3. Let the conditions of theorem 9.4.2 be satis-
fied, except that (Xfc) is now setwise properly heterogeous and 
the functions 7. ,(0,x), j-O, 1,2,-.., i-l,.2,..,p, are for each 
x e R continuous real functions on 9 and for each 8 e 0 Borel 
measurable real functions on Rk . Then the conclusions of 
theorem 9.4.2 carry over. 
Proof: Note that the function b(.)may now be merely Borel 
measurable. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof 
of theorem 9.4.2, referring to theorem 9.3.6 instead of theorem 
9.3.2. O.E.D. 
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